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Prevention Is Batter than Cure slogan of Siddiqui
foundation (R). From 2006 our organization has been
working on its core project “Awareness & Protection
"against spreadable diseases Hepatitis B & C, HIV, TB
etc. Approximately thirty (30) million Hepatitis carrier
patients have been registered in my country Pakistan
and there is a very rapid growth in it and as a result due
to liver cirrhosis, liver cancer the death ratio which has
been reached in millions. It is huge threat for Pakistan
as well as for the whole world. Siddiqui Foundation ®
main mission is to create “Awareness & Protection” in
the local community and to be a role model for other
regions up till the complete eradication of this chronic
disease.

“Awareness” - For this Purpose we are creating
awareness about Safety massage to the general public
and participate in different social events with the related
professions like Barbers, Beauticians, Dentist and more
important is to do work on all main sources in which
virus transfer to each other. Distributed precautionary
brochures in various community programs about
Hepatitis B & C and this massage reached in thousand
of peoples. In coming days it will be announced on all
media, conduct Seminars in different institutional
platforms; arrange workshops in schools collages for
young generation.
“Protection “We are running a clinical lab with the
name of “Siddiqui Lab “(The Research Vision). We are
charging discounted test price from common peoples,
free testing for deserving patients for their early
diagnoses. Under this program we are serving
thousands of patients per year and trying to establish
lab network in other districts as well which will be
functionally work in urban as well as in rural areas with
complete services (Awareness, Vaccine, Diagnosis,
Treatment, Screening camps, Data collection). As we
also strongly recommend medical wastage treatment
program which is one of the major cause of virus
spreading in our city, country and south Asia. We are
regularly conducting free medical camps with the
collaboration of other organizations.

Initially arranged free Hepatitis B & C screening camps
and awareness programs with related professions like
Barbers, Beauticians, Dentist (Main sources of virus
transfer to each other) also distributed precautionary
brochures in various community social programs and
our precautionary massage reached in thousand of
peoples
Purpose to groom our people with training sessions, to
increase strong relationship between Ngo’s and
institutions. Step by step all other stakeholders will be
included in this program from government and private
sector because maximum efforts will get the desired
results. This program could be a Strong bridge between
social sectors of different countries and enhance health
sector efficiency, to decrease carrier numbers with
Hepatitis B & C. As the population of our district Sialkot
is round about 4 to 5 million and we are trying our level
best to provide all the benefits of our program to the
every citizen of our city.

Hepatitis B & C Free Diagnostic camp with org net.

Hepatitis B & C Diagnostic free Camp .
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Awareness on regular bases will increase common
peoples self conscious which is the most important
way to decrease this deadly disease to achieve in time
goals. Protection in different way will secure each and
every one from this fatal disease.

www.facebook.com/siddiqui.foundation
www.facebook.com/groups/557768917763110/?ref=bo
okmarks

In the light of this program governments & social sector
and individuals will be linked up to work out jointly in a
broad spectrum against this global threats.
With our efforts we would be able to overcome on this
infectious disease from our homeland and will control
the expiry ratio from this deadly disease.
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